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Vol. Li ii WELLESLEY, MASSACHUSETTS, NOVEMBER i9, 1959 No. 19 
College lnvesb11ent P a)rS Flames Fly Libe To Have Listening Room 
-Stresses Se}u1our Harris Plant Po~s ~!.~~~~.:?~ !:.~~t2' .. ~!?!~~~~~,. , .. 
Seymour Harris, Professor of Econ- able that enrollments are expected CaJtdleS Lif room in which to hear Charles rear of the main library. 
omi·:' at Harvard University, recom- to double in the next ten years. by Jennifer Carden '62 Laughton, Eisenhower's D Day Ad· Recordings vary Crom Edward R. 
mends government Joans "on the Incre<>sing demands must Ix. met A mystical sense of the impend- dress and Judith Anderson as Medea :\furrow's •·r Can Hear It Now 
- nusc mortgage principle" for stu· by an increase in resources as well ing morrow nung 0 , er the college by November 30. (1933-19.:\9)," to Emelyn Williams 
dents unable lo cope with the in- as funds. Professor Harris stated as it was plunged mto darkness Full plays, documentarie~. Eng- reading Dickens, to Wallirlg for 
creasing cost of higher education, that "we're going to neeti 100% more Thursday. N<'vember l~. By Friday, li:;h ballads, contemporary poets' Godot with Bert Lahr, to Einstein 
Profe•,or Harris spoke on "The teachers" in the comiug decade. The the l3th. the Boston newspaper readings, Trish fairy tales by Siobbhan speaking, to Eliot, Auden. Frost and 
Cost of Education" in a lighlless average teacher's wage, ·at present strike had ended th• Wellesley fire- McKenna. recordings by Thomas Eliot A1•dl'n, Frost and Cummings 
Pendleton T:iursday evening. The about $6500. must be subst mtially men were again res~uing cats from Mann anad Gertrude Stein compose r"<.adir, their own poetry. 
leclurl'. given under the auspices or increased to attract mor~ young trees, -and the college community a· part of the library's new record· Plays by Ear 
Forum. began in virtual darkness, people into the profession. had finally receiveri its copies of and-Lape collection. The Library Plannin!l Committee, 
exct•pt for two solemn cande1abra How to Pay News. IL was Thursday that was Eliot to Read Own Poetry included plans for such a facility 
provided by Forum Prl'sident Peggy In order to support rocketing en- jinxed. The collection of 150 dbcs of "the since their first rcnovatin~ plans 
Powell. As soon as Professor Harris rothnent, public institutions of hi!-(her ·' At 6:58 p.m.," th~ Wellesley Fire spoken word" anad two listening made in thl' 1930's. Judith Wall Pope 
bei;an lo speak, the lights went on. education will be forced to raise tui- Department record book says, booths will be installed in the Pope '91 donatN fund' for the room it-
Increasing Demands tions. Professor Harri.s's suggested .. flames were reported in the trans- sl'lf. W'" had "the ide" of Harvard's 
Thl' person without a college edu- loan program would serve to offset former at the Wi•llesley College Ch •1d H } Lamont Poetry Room in mind,' re-
tation will be penalized f'.nancially. the increase. Stude.1ts unable lo pay Powerhouse." Using the special 85 ..... I ren e p ports :\liss Hannah French, Researcll 
He will earn, on the average, $200, would also have help from their foot ladder lo reach the balcony lo- Librarian of Special Collections. 
ooo less during his career than the more well-to-do compatriots, who cation of the transformer, the fire Goldman TOllr Lisknin • hours will b~: :>Ionday 
cu~:.-i;c·t. ... :~e:! indivi-tual. Higl1er would pay tuition more nearly to was quickly exling\lished by the through ~'r1.:lay, 10-12, 2:20-5:30; Sat-
education is so economically desir- acluul cost. town department. Captain Sullivan urday, 2-'i; Sunday, 2:30-5:00, 7:15-
Constance Welch 
Ernpha~izes Voice, 
Sound, Play T ext 
"Our society needs a theater lo 
fi.t it. Let it not be dominated by 
the deaf and the tone-deaf," urged 
'Constance Welch in her lecture here 
last Wednesday. Miss Welch, head 
of acti ng and speech work at Yale 
University and former coach for 
manv well-known Broadway actors, 
spoh on "Words Without Feehngs: 
Feeling~ Without Words." 
She expressed her discontent with 
the American tendency to "reduce 
t he elevated to the pedestrian. to 
lower characters to the i ndistin-
guishable from the people who sit 
in front." We arc "disregarding the 
importance of the sound of the 
human voice," she affirmed. 
The Yale professor also opposed 
the new doctrinl' of stage realism 
for making us "overlook the im-
portance of sound." She deplored 
"what the box set may have done 
to our imagination" and urged that 
the American stage "retu rn to the 
eonsidl'ralion of delicate sound." 
Reality Has Many Forms 
"Knowing the tenets of stage real-
ism is an excellent foundation for 
other forms," Miss Welch noted. She 
pointed -out that "reality is a word 
with multiple meanings" and that 
the reality or Hamlet does not have 
to be the reality of Sayonara. In 
any case, she emphasized, "the text 
o£ the play provides a music which 
ca nnot be ignored." 
The problem of our time, said 
Miss Welch "is too many styles and 
Coo little equipment." The "lack of 
Continued on Page Six 
Professor Harris slated that he fl Across Russia 9:15. The Pope Room itself is open 
would like to see people both save reported that "the ames were lick· for studying during library hours. 
and borro\\ for a future education. ing four feel wher our men got "Through Russia with Two Kids, 
starting with the first year in life. there." a Car, and a Polaroid Camera" was 
The possibility of deriving more Candles and Dreams the title of a talk 
fund~ .rom private sources, such as Light and power was restored in by Marsh a 11 I. 
alumni drives, should be further all campus buildings al 7: lO. Stu- Goldman, Instruc-
exploiLed. The speaker illustrated dents had just blow, out their can- tor in Economics, 
this last point by staling that in dies (and their dreams of a mellow Monday night in 
1970. if the expected 20 million col- evening spent, perhaps, in telling Agora. 
lege graduates would give $35.00 to stories of the sup'!rnatural by a He spoke about 
their alma maters, higher education flickering flame), whrn. at 7:15, the his experiences in 
would r~ceive $700,000,000. lights were again i.1terrupted. The the USSR while 
The Inefficient College power loss caused giggling confu- gathering material 
Economies or operation would sion in lhe Library, where students Mr. Goldman for bis thesis, 
greatly increase funds available to vied for spots to study on the light- ··:-.Iarketing and Trade in the !:>ov1eL 
higher education. "'::olleges are one ed steps or under infrequently Union," during a 30-day trip last 
of the most inefficient kinds of oper- placed emergency lights. summer. The children served as ··ice-
ations," Professor Harris said. Time According to John Kreinbeder. b reakers" throughout the trip. In 
Co11tit1t1ed 011 Page Six Continued on Page Five Russia especially, they found the 
people very fond or children. "We 
couldn't even discipline them," noted 
Mrs. Goldman, "the Russian women 
became so upset." 
Teller Asks Mo,.e Developing, 
Testing of Nuclear W eapons The Goldmans were met at the Russian border by a jeep which ac-
companied them to a receiving sta-
reporled tion. f'ormalitie~ were easy and the 
disam1a. officials were friendly and asked per-
by Joan Miller '62 
"If we are allowt:'d to experiment The next year, 1958. he 
a few years, we can develop clean on Meet the Press, that 
nuclear weapons,'' stated Dr. Edward ment is a lost cause. 
Teller, professor of physics at the There is no assurance that if the 
University of California and Associ- US terminated its nuclear program 
ate Director of the University's the remainder of the world would 
Radiation Laboratory, in a lecture concur. The problem, as he sees it, 
at the Ford Hall Forum on Sunday. is not to eliminate the means or 
If we do stop experimental test- war, rather to erase the will for 
ing now, another country, namely war. 
the USSR, will con tinue and event- Who Knows the Danger? 
ually rule the world. Dr. - Teller 
asserted that the only way democ-
racy can prevail is by experimenta-
tion and alertness. 
Disarmament Lost Cause 
Thhi is not a new policy for him. 
As early as 1957, be was quoted in 
Time as saying: "The Russians can 
conquer us withou t fighting, through 
a growing scien tific preponderance." 
"Clean" nuclear weapons wi1l 
cause a lessening of radioactivity in 
t he atmosphere. The actual dangtci: 
or nuclear fallout has been exag-
gerated. Although it is known that 
radioactivity in highly concentraleu 
form is dangerous, the actual effect 
cannot be estimated on an individ-
ual, for it has never been demon-
strated. 
If the danger of fallout doe~ not 
exist .. it is slight in comparison to 
that of many situations. He cited in 
this context the possible harm which 
could result from living in an ex-
tremely high altitude area such as 
Denver, Col. 
Nuclear Cooperation-Blessing 
Dr. Teller discussed the value of 
nuclear reactors for future genera-
tions. These reactors, which are 
used to split atoms and thereby re-
lease energy, will serve as sources 
of power, heat and electricity, 
mission to take pictu1·es of the car 
and children,, according to Mr. Gold-
man. They did have to have an offi· 
cial guide with them for the whole 
trip. 
Traffic ? Cops 
In the pictures Mr. Goldman 
showed of the streets of Leningrad 
Con tirmed on Page Seven 
Bennet Cerf Scans 
Yankee J est, Ribs 
Sn1ith-in-W'ellesley 
Expressing his bewilderment at 
"coming to Wellesley to speak to 
Smith girls," Bennett Cerf began a 
lecture on '"Changing Styles in 
American Humor." Presented by the 
Smith College Club of Wellesley fol" 
the benefit or its scholai·ship fund, 
~Ir. Cerf addressed an audience at 
Wellesley Junior High School, .No-
vember 13. 
Beginning with a serious discus-
sion of the present "slackness' in tho? 
United States, the well-known hu-
morist stated that '"college kids are 
getting by wilh as liltle work as 
possible" and "won't stick their 
necks out." He then emphasized 
the need for Americans to '"loosen 
up'' and ··Jaugh at ourselves." 
Praises ·.viii Rogers 
Elrown Gives Award 
For W orthy W ork 
To Miss McCarthy 
Miss Barbara McCarthy, the Elle11 
A. Kendall Professor of Greek, was 
recognized re1.:ently by Brown Uni-
versity !or her outstanding achieve-
BARBARA MCCARTHY 
men~ in ''discharging the Offices of 
Life with usefulness and reputation.• 
Schola rly Ability 
Her citation is as follows: "At 
home and abroad you are recog-
nized by your colleagues for your 
scholarly ability. Because of your 
love or ancient Greece, you have 
served well the intellectual life of 
that country and have brought back 
;1om'l the wisdom of the past to 
bear upon the problems of the pres-
ent. 
"Your warmth and eagerness, 
y.our vision and vitality, have re-
mained with you since your under-
graduate days at Pembroke. Brown 
C"laims you as one of its own true 
scholar:s." 
Since 1929 
Miss McCarthy is a graduate of 
Pembroke College, Lhe women's col-
lege of Brown. She received her 
Ph.D. degree at Yale University in 
1929. Since that year she has been a 
member or the Wellesley faculty. 
Mar ty Noel and actors scan text of " Look Back In Anger ... 
Stressing the value or nuclear 
energy for peaceful means, he called 
for cooperation by all members or 
the international community. "Fear 
and distrust are the causes for our 
lack of progress." The world ls ap. 
proaching a point where one nation 
cannot live independent of every 
other nation. 
The noted columni~t traced Ameri-
can wit from ··crackerbarrel" hu· 
mor to that of Mark Twain and 
Will Roger~. He cited Rogers as "the 
greatest American humorist" and 
Cot1ti11ued on Page Four 
Miss :\IcCarthy is on the execu-
tive committee or the American 
School of Clas>ical Studies in Athens, 
Greece. She studied at the school 
from 1925 until 1929 and s1rce that 
time has been closely a&sociated 
with the institution. In 1957-58 she 
was a visiting profe:ssor at the school 
while on leave from Wellesley. 
Continued on Page Four 
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Off The lle~ord 
Anyone who was in Pendleton Hall on Monday at 1:10 p.m. 
may have noticed that there were more than 500 other students 
and spectators there. This was an extraordinarily large group, 
considering the time of day and the usual size of Pendleton au-
diences. The reason for this congregation was the appearance of 
an eminent nuclear physicist. 
The speaker's remarks were prefaced by a request that his 
opinions be considered "off the record." i.e. no press coverage. 
The speaker. after accepting the engagement, told his spon-
sors that he wanted a news blackout on the lecture. lie contend-
ed that because of his official position. he could not speak his 
opinions freely ii they were to be publicized. However. after the 
speech. it became apparent that the speaker said nothing that 
had not already been published in recent magazines of nation-
wide circulation. Some ?arts of his speech were contained in an 
Associated Press story (with his byline) that appeared in the Bos-
ton Herald, November 5. 1959; other of his opinions were includ-
ed in his speech to Ford Han Forum on November 15. 1959, which 
was open to the public and the press. In deference to the speak-
er's professional needs, News offered him complete censorial 
powers over the proposed report of his speed· and told him he 
could delete any portion which he did not want in print. The 
speaker refused. 
News' motivation in objecting to the speaker's attitude toward 
press co".erage is a belief in a principle which the speaker pro-
fessed: giving the public complete access to information which 
vitally concerns them. 
The issue of nuclear testing is one of the most important 
questions of today. Not everyone at Wellesley has taken or will 
t.lke the course in international politics; not everyone will peruse 
current writings on the subject. The speaker's views should be 
as widely distributed as possible. and not just to the crowd who 
were jammed into Pendleton, standing in the back of the hall, 
and sitting in the aisles and on the floor. 
News should be able to print the speaker's comments-first 
because bis actions direct1y affect our futures-and second be-
cause News would like to have the opportunity to evaluate the 
speaker's opinions. An important gap is created by the absence 
of post-lecture critical comment: the other side 0£ the question 
is glossed over: what is presented as opinion, standing unchal-
lenged, often unjustifiably leaves the imprint of facl 
News hopes that Forum will invite to the college a scientist 
as eminent and as articulate as Monday's speaker, someone who 
holds the opposite opinion. Both sides should be heard-if only 
to emphasize the elusiveness of the dividing line between fact 
and opinion, particularly in the area of nuclear testing. 
Childe Nelson 
Who else but Nelse? Rockefeller's swing through the west-
ern states last week proved that the lands beyond the mountains 
had an abrupt answer waiting for him-Nixon. Even the home-
town New York newspapers could not wholeheartedly crow that 
the local boy had made good. 
In Washington and Oregon it appeared that many voters did 
not even know that there was a RockefeJler who was the govern-
or of an eastern seaboard state. In California voters turned out 
to welcome Nelson, possibly in the hope of seeing an egg roll per-
formance of his famous blintze-eating act But the Republican 
party officers made it clear that they had a sufficient supply of 
candidate for 1960 consumers. Perhaps Nixon is not as well-
packaged as Rocky, but they consider him use-tested in the GOP 
kitchens. 
Unle:!s Rocky comes out with statements more solid than 
his display on the western frontier, he will not be in the running 
for 1960. He is burdened by Nixon's close identification with 
Eisenhower's record. Rockefeller cannot attack one while prais-
ing, or even commenting on the other. But the resumption of 
underground nuclear testing is not exactly the main topic calcu-
lated to get a candidate off the ground with issue-oriented voters. 
. Rockefeller's quest in the West proved an interesting polit-
ical odyssey. It raises the question which he must answer very 
soon-although he's big in Norway, "will they get him in Des 
Moines?" 
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Nelv Satire 011 International Diplon1acy 
Mal{e~ Deligl1tf111 Evening at tl1e Exeter 
Ry Cli11rlotte Putlor. '61 across the sea is delegated to fully buildings they capture: one girl, one 
The movie thcalr<' darkens ancl Bascombe. a simple goodhearted four-star general four New York 
Columbia flashes on lhe screen in and Rat-footed Hereditary Field cops. one scientist and the one and 
Eastmancolor qut•en ot all she sur- ,\farshal and Grand Constable, only hairtriggered "Q .. bomb. a port-
veys as sh<> hold> her lamp lloft rplayed by some ;:mknown, Peter able model which can blow ball the 
and gazes off into the distance. But. Sellers. probabl~ • British ,corned· world off the map. 
something is horriblv wrong; she ianl. All three performances at- Back at Grand Femi ick Professor 
look.s down, picks up her skirts and tested both to :.\fr Sellers' unmis· Kokintz is not allo\\ea to deacti•·ate 
with an inaudible scream, flees. takeable talent and his obvious ver· hb brainehilo ano the Duchy be-
Standing on the pedestal. humble, satility. comes the center of international at-
pink and while is a small mouse. A Declaration of Y'ar tention, besieged by 'friends." The 
So begms Th. Mou.•' That Roared, To the President, Congress and U. s. tries to surrender but her rep. 
a delightfull:v fantastic but piercing People oJ the unite:l States of Am· resentative ends up sitting just out-
satire on mo.:lern da~ international enca-Greetings:·.. side the gates of '}rand Fenwick 
diplomac) with a substantial plug W/1f'reas The principal support of playing the parlour game Diplomacy 
for the small nations of the world. the people of the Duchy of Grand with the representarives of Russia, 
An evening at !be Eoceter the.atre in Fenwick has been lluring all these France and Britain. 
Boston, poking gentlt fun at the years, the production of the . wine 
Cold War is purt! pleasurP as a known to the world as Pinot Grand 
relief from the currtnt headlines. Fenwick, and 
Three In One Whereas. An ignoble imitation of 
Peter Sellers. thP very talented this wine, under the name of Pinot 
English comedian. is the monocled Grand Fenwick is being produced 
epitome of the craft) Prime Minis- and sold at a fifth o< the cost in the 
ter, Count Mountjoy, who sees un· State of California; ... therefore be 
limited possibilities in dollars Ior it 
Grand Fenwick iI the Duchy goes Resolved, The Duchy of Grand 
down in glorious even ignominious Fenwick . . does . • declare that 
defeat before the United States. a state of war exisLS between itself 
There 1s also Peter Sellers. who and the United States of America. 
portrays the kindly but eminently Victory ? ? ? 
dignified Grand Duchess Gloriana Tully and his twenty chain-mailed 
who must agree to the war because warriors invade NPw York during 
the Duchy is no"' living off the petty an air·raid alert. While blundering 
cash. The job of leadmg the army around the deserte1: streets and 
Don't cry, Prlscllla; I ate the cranberries •-· 
Durrell's Sap11ho Dramatizes 
New Look at Age-old Problem 
by Ly1m Sherr '63 between the greedy, lustful Pittakos, 
A fictional glimpse into the ancient cunningly rendered by Earle Edger-
world of Sappho, as rendered by the ton II. and the more inward, peace· 
Poets' Theatre, is entertaining with !ul Phaon. 
its unique plot, and Stephen Ran- ual experience. The simple setting 
dall's excellent portrayal of the of raised stage and single bench, 
perceptive Phaon, the strong, silent the strangely thrilling background 
hero, gives the drama a much· music at parts, and the eerie scene 
needed depth of meaning. at the mysterious cave of the oracle 
Centered on the island of Lesbos, made Sappho pleasant to watch jf 
about 590 B.C., the play tries to not deeply significant. 
create a possible Sappho, beloved The main question of the play-
poetess, involved in common house- where can man find true freedom? 
hold activities. Margery Zisskind - is constantly referred to by the 
perfectly fulfills playwright Law- players. Yet only Phaon can sin-
rence Durrell's character-the mod- cerely respond, "I am free," in a 
em Sapph1>-yet the role itself is manner which gains sympathy and 
too modern, too mundane to force respect from the audience and gives 
upon the lovely Greek lyricist. some moral value to the drama. 
Mine>$ Foil to Sappho Minos Effectively Foolish 
Sappho's tutor and guardian., the Bowden Anderson, as Minos, ef-
aged Minos, provides a good foil !ectively portrays the somewhat 
to the lively, coy poetess, he lives foolish, yet loved, old man. He js 
in bis memories of a past world, especially sensitive in his interpre-
destroyed long ago by an earthquake. tation of the talks with Sappho when 
Her husband Kreon seeks to re- he portrays the older but perhaps 
cover the remains or the earthquake less wise tutor. 
to rei:ain his status and become Diomedes, played by Ray Girardin, 
wealthier than the rich man he al- Jr., close friend of Sappho and 
ready is. Kreon, seemed unreal at first, yet 
Phaon, hired by I<reon to dive in developed into a more jovial, witty 
the sea for his treasures, naturally fellow at the riotous feast scene 
evokes the passions of Sappho: she in Sappho's home. Similarly, Edward 
loves him for being free, uncom- O'Callaghan commenced rather sby-
plicated by superficialily and greed. Jy as Kreon, finally adjusting him-
ln sharp opposition, Pbaon's twin sell to the fiery, somewhat common· 
brother General Pittakos then re- place, role. 
turns home from victory against Produced by Robert A. Brooks, 
Athens to vie for Sappho's love. the play showed many subtleties 
Here the sharp distinction is drawn which rendered it an enjoyable vis-
Problems Solved 
All ends happily m spite of a 
plot by the sly Count Mountjoy. Jn 
the end the American emissary 
agrees to withdraw Pinot Grand 
Fenwick from the market and to 
compensate the Duchy until a Unit-
ed Nations of Small Countries can 
be set up to look after the bomb. 
David Kossoff is the absentmind-
ed inventor of the "Q" bomb, and 
Jean Seberg takes the part of his 
daughter, the r<-mantic interest. 
(Tully gets the girl!J Honorable 
mentions go to all the supporting 
cast, who kept their parts from be-
coming only the stereotypes they 
represented. 
Mus Qul Fremuit 
Mus Qui Fremuit is the motto 
found under the Grand Fenwick 
coat-of.arms, a cloth of gold draped 
in toward a central shield, on a 
field of two crowned mice rampant. 
This and many other small touches, 
the vivid color, the clever humor of 
the script, the plot. and or course 
Peter Sellers, made this unquestion-
ably one of the funniest satires to 
be seen today. 
The movie is a .ioint American· 
British effort, produced in England 
by Carl Foreman and Columbia Pic-
tures. The plot is based on a Sat-
urday Eve11ing Post serial by Leon-
ard Wibberly, entitled "The Day 
New York was Invaded". 
s~holarly 
s~oops 
Thursday, November 19. Botany 
Department GreenhC'use Exhibit of 
African Violets. Through Novem· 
ber. 
7:45 p.m., Phi Sigma. David 
Ferry, Associate Professor of Eng-
lish, wm read bis own. and some of 
bis favorite, poetry. All are welcome. 
7:45 p .m., College Hall II . Open 
Senate meeting. 
Friday, November 20, 8:00 p.m .. 
Alumnae Hall. Barnswallows will 
present their fall production, A 
Streetcar Na-med Desire. Admission 
75 cents for Wellesley studeTl't's, $1.10 
for guests. 
Saturday, November 21, 4:00 p.m .. 
Recreation Building. Wellesley's De-
bate Club sponsors a Wellesley-
Brown clash on the topic, Resolved: 
that familiarity breeds contempt. 
Wellesley will defend coeducation. 
8:00 p.m., Alumnae Hell. A re-
peat of Bamswallow's fall produc-
tion, A Streetcar Named Desire. 
Sunday, November 22, Houghton 
Memorial Chapel, 11 :00 A..M. Pro-
fessor William F. May, of the Depart-
ment ·of Religion at Smith College 
will speak on "EnvY". 
Monday, November 23, 7:30 p.m., 
Agorai. Psychology Club will present 
Thelma G. Alper, Professor of Psy-
chology, who will speak on "Some 
Patterns of Underachievement in 
Very Brjgbt Children.'· 
7:30 p.m., Alpha Kappa Chi. Scenes 
from Aristophanes' The Birds will be 
presented by members of Alpha Kap. 
pa Chi SO<'jety. 
Wednesday, November 25, 1:10 p, 
m. Thanksgiving recess begins! 
Sunday, November 29, l:OO a.m. 
Thanksgiving recess ends. Sigh. 
Tuesday, December l, 8:00 p .m .. 
Tower Court. Bamswallows will pr&-
sent Dr. Benson R. Snyder, former 
consulting J>SY<'hiatrist, speaking on 
A Streetcar Named Desire. 
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Shakespeare P•·odu~iion Exudes 
••Funne and Froli~ke~~ Spirit of 
In! Linda Selize.- '62 
Shakespeare Society bas proved 
that the presenlation of a campus 
production need not cause a college. 
wide emotional trauma. Last Tues-
day uight's presentation of scenes 
from "A Mids<Fmer's Night's Dre11'~e" 
caught both actors and audience up 
in the spirit of "funne and frolicke", 
that resulted in a thoroughly enjoy-
able evening for all. 
A relaxed almosphere and a c<Fm· 
plete lack of pretension on the part 
of the actors contributed to tlie pro-
duction's consistently bumor<FUS tone. 
The scenes themselves hung together 
admirabl~. and each character's per-
sonality merged into the general at· 
mosphere of skillful farce for farce's 
sake. 
Bottom Hits Top 
Even when specific characters had 
more of a chance to shine than did 
others - due to the selection of the 
scenes - their excellence was re· 
fleeted not so much individually as in 
the general sparkle and glow of the 
whole production. Susan Harvey's 
pert and inhibited characterization 
of Bollom brought down the house 
at several instances, but the fact 
that her humorous role complement· 
ed that of other cha1·acters was what 
was most striking. 
Miss Harvey '60. is herself an ac· 
complished commedi1mne. Mistress 
of the pert grimace and the in· 
congruous gesture, she played Bol 
tom with unflagging gusto, which 
culminated in one of the funniest 
prolonged death agonies this critic 
turned her amorous glances most 
effectively. 
Devil of a Flair 
Of the two courtly couples whose 
loves are switched in midstreat"' by 
Puck's devilishness, Susan Gilmore 
'61, as Demetrius, and Gwenneth 
Williamson '61, as Helena played 
their parts with unusual flair. Miss 
Gilmore sneered with appropriate 
venom at Lysander, played by Libby 
Hornung '60, and rejected the coy 
advances of Helena with just the 
right gestures of peevishness. 
Katherine Kitch '60, played Oberon. 
King of the Faeries, with polished 
actions and a powerful sense of 
dramatic delivery. As Tilanias. 
Florence Martin '61, handled a diffi-
cull role with competence, but tend-
ed to 9liffen up awkwardly in the 
verbal thrusts and parrys with her 
husband. Carolyn Revelle '61,, de· 
serves special notice for her unin· 
hibited and spritely version or Puck. 
Excellent use was made of the new 
apron slage and the more limited 
aisles of Shakespeare's second floor 
by Sara Jane .Murphy Smith '60, un-
der whose direction the production 
emerged as a well-correlated entity. 
Stage Manager Marilyn Emsley, '60, 
and Costume Manager Pippy Pierce 
'60, and her assistants utilized simple 
props and costumes that served to 
heighten rather than obscure Shake-
speare Society's. laudable brand of 
humor. 
'fl:·';-..... ·; 
Puck, Oberon, Faerie and Titania Cavort 
Challenge Give11 to Barn 
In ''Streetcar" Prod11ction 
by Kate Blackwell '63 
Barnswallows falt production this 
year is a presentatior of a play that 
has drawn one of the widest audi· 
ences in contemporary literature, 
A Streetcar Named Desire. Tennes· 
see Williams magnifi··ent play e<>mes 
to the Wellesley stage on November 
20-21. 
According to Pau. R. Bar,,tow, 
Lecturt'r in Speech and Director o! 
Theater, the pre.sentation of A 
Streetcar N<>mea flesrre involvei: 
more than the ~obvil'us challenge of 
a grt>at play pro\'idin~ rich and com 
plex characters for the actors t • 
portray and difficult technical d 
mands for the proouctioo stair:· 
Deeper Significance 
There is the deeper significan, 
of "the relation!>t ip between th 
tragic experienc<> of life. as depict 
ed and expressed b / tb.e play, an 
the experience ot tr ... gedy, as a r i 
>ponse in the spectator." 
Barbara Babcock, 60 who is pc, 
.raying Blanche. the tragic heroin 
.lf the play said that this role i. 
'the most rewardin . experience i1 
Jcting" that she has nad. She feel 
that the part of Blanche is on 
that every actress •"ants. 
Role Is Difficult 
One major problerr of the rol( 
said Barbara. is "projecting tht 
humane~s of Blanche over tho., 
aspects of her personality whicl 
might alienate the sympathy o! the 
audience." Anothe1 difficulty, Bar 
hara commented, is that Blanche is 
an extremely complex character all 
of whose values must be shown 
Williams shows these values by 
writing into each scene a specific 
aspect or her personality. IL is the 
responsibility of the actress to find 
and portray this aspect. 
The set, too. especially the stair-
case fro!T' the <rtal!e c the nalcnny, 
Ellen Cowley, Dal Trader as Stella 
and Stanley Kowalski. has ever seen. 
Squeaks Succeed 
In the scenes that involved the 
hopelessly muddled efforts or six 
Athenian tradesmen to put on a 
theatrical worthy of the Duke's court, 
Myre Zollinger '60. and Elizabetb. 
New '61, sagged and squeaked with 
appropriate vivacity. With the tal· 
ents of Caroline Harris '61, and 
Amanda Pope '60, who wore her 
dishmop with great aplomb, the 
group was effortlessly funny. 
The Deader Writes is "the most exciling one we have built," in the words of Joan Rich-
man '61, who is in charge of build-
ing it. It is an original set de-
signed by Miss Cary ".:lasz, Technical 
Director or the Theater. 
As Thesues, the Duke of Athens, 
whose Cortbcoming marriage creates 
the furor among mortals and sprites, 
Abby Bogin '60, was commanding on 
stage, but tended toward pomposity 
in the unrelleved monotony of her 
phrasing. She was at her best when 
leering sideways at Hippolyta, played 
by Cynthia Grayson '61 who re-
To the Editor: 
Last week you published a letter 
from Sheila Winnick in which she 
distorted or ignored certain facts 
that r feel should be cleared up. She 
says, that, "it is a sterile sort of 
awareness that costs only money. It 
is awareness with the sting taken 
out and produces only a safe sort of 
intellectuality ... 
At least two of the organizations 
on campus foster an active aware-
ness, an awareness with the sting 
left in if you wish. Chapel and SO 
both sponsor varied programs that 
have as their raison d'etre social 
work in which students can do more 
than contribute money. Chapel 
Social Service Committee and both 
the SO programs, regular social 
work: and special social service pr<r 
jects, have no other function than 
to give students an opportunity to 
express their feelings of wanling to 
do something for others. Chapel 
sponsors service projects throughout 
the year-to the -Framingh;im Re-
formatory, Resthaven Old People's 
Home, Wiswall Sanatorium, to name 
a few of lhe activities they sponsor. 
SO has a more regular social ser-
vice project, designed to attract girls 
who are interested in doing weekly 
social work in Boston Hospitals and 
settlement houses. The Chapel type 
of social service project is aimed at 
girls who want to do social work 
but are unable to participate every 
The best tobacco makes the best smoke! 
a. I. Re»nol<li Tobaeco Co., Wln1toa·S•lem., !II. 0. 
... I ' . ' 
week. Last Tuesday over 40 gi.:"ls 
went to the Framingham Refv1ma-
lory to sing and play baslcetbal!, 
showing thal we do have an aware-
ness at Wellesley and do something 
about iL 
We were driven by housemothers, 
faculty and faculty wives who very 
generously and kindly agreed to 
give up an evening to drive us, which 
brings up my second point, namely, 
that Miss Winnick seems to be un-
aware or the reasons for the House-
mothers' refusal to drive to tbe 
Waltham Mental Hospital. They were 
asked to agree to take the responsi· 
bility for picking up girls from the 
Mental Hospital at 4:30 one day a 
week, during the snowy winter 
months. They naturally felt they 
must refuse because 1) 4:00-0:00 is 
the busie~t time of day for the bead3 
of house and after all, their duly is 
to be at the dorm to cope with mat-
ters that come up, and 2) the wor~t 
traffic is at that hour and getting 
back for dinner seemed doubtful at 
best. The housemothers have always 
been more than willing to drive or 
help in any way they can, and we 
are very grateful for all they've done. 
I protest Miss Winnick's unfair 
allusions. 
Sincerely, 
JEAN TYLER '61 
To the Editor: 
Does Miss Winnick really think 
that the extra hour granted t& us 
by two o'clock permissions wiU help 
foster intellectual awareness among 
Wellesley students? 
CHRISTINE BLOHM '60 
Continued on Page Five 
See Russia 
in 1960 
Economy Student/Teacher summer 
tours, American conducted, &om $49S. 
• R..uia by Mot'17coach.. 17-daya 
from Warsaw or Helsinki. Visit rural 
towna plus major cities. 
• Diamond Grand ToW". Russia. 
Poland, Czechoslovaka, Scandinavia, 
Western Europe highlights. 
• Collegiate Circle. Black Sea 
Cruise, Rus..<ia, Poland, Czechoslo-
vakia,Scandinavia, Benelux, W. Europe. 
• Ea111ern Baro~ A<loenwre. P-usc 
time available. Bulgaria, Roa.mania, 
Russia, Poland, Cuch0&luvak:ia. West-
ern Europe scenic route. 
• See your Travel Agent or write 
Maupintour')k 
400 Madison Ave., New York 11, N. Y. 
. ... 
Play Is Poetk Tragedy 
"The play is a poetic tragedy," 
said Mr. Barstow. 'The tragic mood 
is created out of a sense of loss, of 
U1e waste of ~ = '· • 
individual and socia1, the poetry ii 
created out OL •• . 
tone and imagery and almosp11ere.'' 
In referring lo tne characters of 
the play, he noted that "there are 
abundant ambiguities in their na-
ture and situations.' They are 
"'freighted' characters, carrying 
more than individual significance in 
the conflict of the values they rep-
resent, values which demand a 
choice from each oi us." 
Play Has Impact 
Mr. Barstow goes on lo say that 
"this is a play about de~ire. depict-
ed with compassionate cl11rit.) in its 
origins, its nature, its implications 
and its possible con•equences. Con-
sequently, he slates. it is "to a 
considerable extent sensational and 
shocking,'" with an "impact both im-
mediate and universal." 
The play. in its first year of pre-
sentation in New York. won the 
Puliuer Prize, The Donaldso11 
Award and The New York Drama 
Critics Award. It has been pro-
duced in fifteen foreign countries 
and published in thirteen. 
As a follow-up· Ior the presentation 
here at Wellesley, on December 2. 
Dr. Benson R. Snyder will speak on 
"A Psychiatrist Looks at A Street-
car Named Desire." 
~ 1000 Poper Book. 
Titles In Stock 
~ Good Used Books 
At Bargain Prices 
~ Fine Prints and 
Travel Posters 
at $1.00 




1241 MASS. AVE. 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 
Opp_ Lamont Library 
Open every eve. 'til 10:00 P.M. 
TR 6-9069 
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Contestant Mrs. Anderson '33 Cerf Scans Ya11liee Jest ... Miss McCarthy ••• 
Continued from Page One 
Her Book Tells'Twenty-One' Experiences 
Mrs. Elizabeth Anderson, '33, suming I knew much more about 
mother of Eliz;.beth Anderson. '60, literature than I die After all, I 
is a former membe~ oJ the Welles- majored in physics al Wellesley." 
Jey community who bad an unusual Van uoren and Beyond 
opportunity to "go behind the Mrs. Anderson was "completely 
scenes of Twenty-One the quiz show shocked" at the news of fellJ>w-
most directly involved in the recent contestant Charle!· Van Doren's 
Congressional investigations. As a various perjuries. Like many of the 
contestant oi "Twenty One" just viewers, she 1eels that once Van 
before it folded. Mrs. Anderson Doren had agreed ' o proceed on a 
characterizes herself :i.s one of the dishonest basis. he had been unable 
contestants who "went into vari- to extricate himseJ; from further 
ous programs in good faith, and snaals with the shO\J'S producers. 
now find ourselves guilty by asso- The enterprisini, alumna had 
ciation." "never believed the first allegations 
A resident of Evanston, Illinois, of dishonesty made by Herbert 
Mrs. Anderson appeared on "Twen- Stemple," a comfortable resident of 
ty One" in SepLember and October Queens who had b en enraged at 
of 1958, and remained on the show his billing on "Twenty One" as "a 
for four weeks, time enough to win poor boy from Brooklyn." 
$66,000. She had originally applied Fan Mail and Otherwise 
to be a contestant on "Twenty One" "My affiliations with 'Twenty One' 
to "see whether I could think in- have brought me r"cent unpleasant 
telligently under pressu1·e." repercussions,' affirmed Mrs. Arder-
No One Knows Everything son. "I have received a certain 
She was accepted by "Twenty One" amount of anonymous dirt, phone 
after she passed a multiple-choice calls and mail, which hope is tem-
preliminary test in New York. She porary, and 1 was dic-ectly misquoted 
notes that at this time, her exam- by the Associated Press in a nation-
iners had commented, "We don't ally circulated story. My frjends 
expect any one to know everything"; and the people whok now me have 
thus, they knew the:· were dealing stood by me." 
with human nature, and made an "But the experience has been in-
effort to test people's natural areas finitely valuable," she added. "My 
of knowledge." most treasured memenito is a fan let-
Mrs. Anderson stated that other ter from the girls in Beebe Hall at 
than a careful sounding out of Wellesley, and l hope that after 
contestant's specialties beforehand, this they and everyone else will 
she noticed little that was unusual still be able lo retain some faith in 
in "Twenty Ones" procedures: "I intellectual honesty, nationally tele-
was completely on my own," she af- vised or not." 
firmed; "at no time did I receive --------------
IMID'PtB'W*-help as to questions, answers, or 
categories which might be asked." 
"As showmen, the officials did 
guickly acquire a definite knowledge 
of everyone's strengths and weak-
nesses," she observes. She did feel 
at one point that "they were as-














At your neart$l 
sports sh<>p or 
department store 
FRANCONIA 
SKI WEAR, INC. 





Town and Country 
Fashion Magic 
Double Dates Day and Night 
For the Holiday Season 
GIFTS GALORE 
63 CENTRAL STREET 
One of 23 designs from 
H. Nils' famou• selection of 
Sterling Tobie Silver now 
shipped to you directly from 
Copenhagen of Danish retail 
prices, $28 to $35 for a 
six·piece dinnt:r pfoce-setting. 
Shipping ond insurance incl. 
Duty of about 15% e><lro. 
H. NILS DANISH SILVER 
S7S Madison Avenue (57th St.), New York 2~, N. Y. • Copenhagen, Denmark 
Continued from Page One 
mentioned that if Rogers were only job was to send out "heart· 
around today his jokes might cause breaking" warnings of expiring sub-
him to "be thrown in jajL" scriptions. 
Mr. Cerf described the wisecrack, Sheep Herder Gives Up 
or insult joke, which amuses many "On the first unusually humid 
at the expense of one "goat." He August day, an address plate be· 
poin•ted out that situation humor and came stuck in the machine, and 
touching anecdotes are now replac- two days taler a sheep herder in 
ing insult humor. Montana received 12,000 notices that 
Relates Publishers' Woes his subscription to Life was expir-
Mr. Cerf briefly discussed his ca- ing. Mr. Cerf concluded the true 
reer as a journalist and humorist, anecdote with a postscript: The 
which he began as editor-in-chief of sheep herder immediately sent 
Columbia University's humor maga- Henry Luce, president of Time-Life 
zine, The Jester. As president of lnc., a check for $7.00 with the not~ 
Random House, he related some of -I give up!" 
the experiences and problems which Questions from the audience aJ-
face publishers. lowed Mr. Cerf to discuss his expe-
"The bright Yale boys who operata riences as panellst on coast-to-coast 
Time-Life recently became worried television show "What's My Line?" 
about the rising costs of overhead," When asked about the pun, he com-
began Mr. Cerf sarcastically. "An mented that if one's pun receives 
efficiency expert recommended that "the most dismal groan possible," 
the company install a costly ma- one can be sure the listener will 
chine to replace 350 girls whose retell it as his own. 
Her book, Elizabeth Barrett to M7'. 
Boyd resulted from her work on the 
Wellesley College collection of Jettera 
from EUzabeth Barrett Browning to 
Hugh Stuart Boyd. Mr. Boyd was a 
blind Greek scholar who served as 
friend and mentor to the young 
poet. The book was published .io 
this country and in England. She Js 
the author of articles on various 
phases of Greek literature, which 
have appeared in specialized period-
icals. 
Miss McCarthy is a member of the 
American Philogical Association and 
the Archeological Jnstitute of Amer-
ica. In 1956-57 she was president ol 
the Classical Association of New 
England. 
Be+weer. Thanksgiving and 
Chd~tmas, the Library will re· 
ma in onen until 11 p.m. on Mon-
day ~hrough Thursday. 
Do YOu T/Jink !Or >Ourse/F.P 
(THROW THESE QUESTIONS INTO THE POT AND SEE WHAT COOKS*) 
If your studies led you to believe you could strike oil by 
drilling a hole right in the middle of the campus, would you 
(A) keep still about it so people wouldn't think you were 
nuta? (B) sell stock in the proposition to all your friends? 
(C) get an oil man interested in the idea, even il you had 
to give him most of the profits? A 0 B 0 C 0 
"Awatcbedpotneverboils,. 
means (A) the man who 
made such a statement 
never watched a pot; (B) 
if you don't want the stew 
to boil over-watch it! (C) 
you· can't hurry things by 
worrying about them. 
AO BO CO 
If you saw a · girl perched 
up in a tree reading a book, 
would you say, (A) "Tim· 
her!" (B) "ls the light 
better up there?" (C) "Will 
that branch hold two?" 
AO aoco 
Assuming cigarettes _could 
talk, would you listen to 
(A) a filter cigarette that 
talks only about its taste? 
(B) a weak- tasting ciga-
rette that talks about it.9 
filter? (C) a filter cigarette 
that lets its advanced filter 
design and full taste speak 
for themselves? 
AO BO CO 
Next time you light up, take a moment to 
think about what you really want in your 
filter ~igarette. Most men and women who 
think for themselves choose VICEROY, 
the cigarette with the most advanced 
filter design of them all . • . the one 
cigarette with a thinking man's filter and 
a smoking man's taste. 
•If you checked (B) in three out of four of 
these questions, you're a pretty smart cooky 
-but if you checked (C), you think for 
yourself! 
The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows-
DNLv VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER ••• A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE! 
e1 o~o. Drown A wnnamaoo T«Lot"co e.oro,. 
_ ___ _ ________ ..;.:W:....:E:.=L=.LE=S:.=L=.EY.:_::C:.::O:..:L::L=EG~E::.....::N:_.=:E~W~S~, WELLESLEY, MASS., NOVEMBER 19, 1959 
Power Failure Causes Chaos .. Students Aid Provides Items 
Continued from Page One 
Superintendent of Buildings and at Homestead." Thi~ latter condl-
Grounds, the second failure was due tion was corrected .. bout 10:30. 
to "switch gear trouble in the town Anne Griffin '61 and Dianne Hill 
sub-Solation." Some of the town also '61, caught b~- the first failure, were 
suffered this blaokout , but power suspended ' n the Tower Court West 
was again restored for both it and elevator between the third and 
UJe college about 7:25. fourth floors. In keeping with the 
T ria l By Fire, Water j!eneral end-of·thc·world atmosphere, 
In addition lo the general dousing Anne thought ~he wa~ "being judged 
of lights, radios, clocks, etc., Mr. by Heaven" for lh" cigarette addic-
Kreinhedcr reported that "lbe pow- tion that "keeps he- l!Oing up and 
er interruption caused the college down from her room to Great Hall." 
heating plant to be shut down, in- Anne said that she "was never so 
volvlng the water and the heat. glad to get out or that elevator," 
Normal operation of th e plant was and emphasized that now "I never 
not in effect until 9:30." ride when I can walk." 
Other "evils" asso,.iated with the 
lire, stated Mr. Kreinheder, were 
minor water damage in the basement 
of the Library, "due to crystalliza-
tion of a fuse in the transformer 
vault, causing the rr.ain breakers in 
the building to be tripped," and "a 
malfunction of the heating controls 
Gifts Mailed 
~ 
JEWELERS • SILVERSMITHS / • 




Helen Vagelos '60 to Jack 
Barnes, Yale '55, Harvard Bu~i­
ness School '60. 
After-Dinner Music on Sunday, 
Nov. 22. 1959 al \lunger 
PROGRAM 
Divertimento, No. 11 Haydn 




' lenuetlo n Presto Lynn Valuchek '63, clarlnd Carol Brown '62. rlarlnet 
Mim; Armstrong '62. French horn 




Allegro Prudence Hu11hes '60, llul• Virginia Blaisdell '62, recorder 
Carol Brown '62. record"r 
Bon nie Hepburn '62, vioJin-ceJJo 
Susan Resenery '63, harpsichord 
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No strain, no pain, when you go by train 
This year when you go home for the holidays, play it smart and 
talce the train, 
It's great. Just settle back in your comfortable seat. Catch up 
on some of that missing sleep. Arrive· fresh and rested and avoid 
the lecture, "'You're not getting enough sleep. You've got io take 
T a ~;; ;; ~~~~~ RELAX 
No worries about treacherous, icy roads. 
Neve.r any unfortunate delays due to 
stormy weather. The folks know when to 
expect you and you're home on time. 
GIVE YOURSELF A TREAT 
Why not investigate sleeping or parlor 
car fares? ( They're cheaper than you 
might expect. ) Treat yourself to real 
travel~uxury!You'vc earned it,·haven't you? Of course you have. 
An.d while you're at it, really live it up by dining or enjoying 
refreshments while cnroute. 
There's n spirit of sociability you'll like aboard train too., . 
the opportun.ity to make new friendships ••• the cl10ncc to renew 
old ones. 
Your .local New Haven ticket agent is ready to sdl you your 
ticket nght to your home town. See him today. 
NEW HAVEN RAILROAD 
P.S. After you get back from the lioliclays, 
look into the New llarcn'.t 
special low fare excursio11s to New York. 
From Alumnae Donation Funds 
On the third floor of Green Hall, 
in room 348, is the Wellesley Stu-
dents Aid Society. Inc., a concern 
that exists solely for the benefit of 
all members of the college. Jt is a 
non-profit organization under the di-
rection of alumnae. 
The primary aim of the Society 
is to provide essential aid in the 
way of clothes, books and tapes Jor 
scholarhip students. The donation&. 
bequests and endowments that it re· 
ceives are also available to any stu-
dents who Ieel the nee<! ol financial 
help. 
Loa ns 
Financial assistance come~ 
through one of two types of loan. 
The emergency loan is conducted 
on a temporary basis and offers the 
small amounts ($10-$50) that in a 
crisis sometimes seem to outweign 
their own value in sheer emotional 
relief. These loans are repayable 
within three months. 
The scholarship Joans come from 
a revolving fund dependent on alum 
nae and friends for its original capi-
tal . At the moment it contains 
$88,000, aad any loaa made in this 
OLKEN'S 
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We hovo Head Slcl• In 
rental •• , u•o a pair 
for o day and •e• for yourself. Head 
It lhe orlglnal •~I engineered for lhe 





, . , .... . , uu .. . .... "' • • • , 
at Wellesley Square 
19 Central Street 
CE S-2835 
connection may be repaid over a 
period of two years. 
T he C lothes C loset 
From all over the country come 
contributions to the clothes closet . 
There are coats, dresses, ~uits and 
evening dresses - fash ions ranging 
from Jordan Marsh to Neiman-
Marcus; even galoshes are sent ID 
by alumnae. The closet is open to 
all students. 
Besides this, the Society loans out 
text books. zoology instruments, lan-
guage tapes and caps and gowns for 
studenli; on scholarships. Foreign 
students are given laundry and linen 
serv1cl·s on arriva:, and selected 
graduating seniors receive a girt 
ranging from $25 to $50. 
Me mbersh ip Drive 
Jn the weeks to come m<'mbers 
or the Students Central Committee 
or the Students Aid Society will be 
contacting people to work as repre-
sentatives for the annual member-
ship drive which will extend from 
F!'bruary 9·13. Representatives will 
solicit contributions of a dollar to 
the general fund which will pro-
vide the donor with a year of mem-
bership in the Society. 
Mrs. Harriet Segal Cohn '28, the 
present President, feels that "the 
business of providing funds for the 
gift and loan a llocations is th e most 
important work of our Society." As 
such, volunteers to help further this 
program are much appreciated, and 
urged to participate. 
Ht1ve a WORLD of FUN I 
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Gifts For All Ages 
ANITA'S GIFT SHOP 




Co11t1mied from Page Tliree 
To the Editor: 
On ~onday Dr. Edward Teller 
spoke to an audience crowding into 
Pendh•ton. Peggy Powell is to De 
comml·nded for h elping to make 
pos1ble this hour that apparently 
provoked st•rious thought in so 
many students. It is lo the c1 edit 
oI Wt·lksley College that iniative 
and political conciousness such as 
that possessed by :\liss Powell can 
be accomodated. Indeed, one wishes 
that there be generated 11 i thin our 
sylvan Pnvirons more individuals 
who not only are concerned with 
public ;tfl:11rs, but also arc posst•ssed 
of suffll'it'nt energy and a sense of 
immediacy to translate public con-
cern into significant achiC\"cment. JI 
Wclkslcy 1s to produce an) thing 
more than :i bovine, bean) -clad gen-
eration, our pleasantly ~ecluded, 
woo<h-d hills must -be stin-ed more 
often by students of the stature of 
:'.Vliss Powell who help to bring us 
the urgent cry of an impinging 
world. 
ELLEN . PROPPER, '60 
To the Editor: 
A semin:ir, "Trag edy and Comedy,• 
was offered in 1957, but not given 
becnusc only two students elected it. 
The !Ille was reprinted in the cata-
logue for 1958-1959 with the hope 
that sufficient interest would be de-
monstrated so that it could reason-
ably be offered again. When no such 
interest was forthcoming, the •emi-
nar was wit hdrawn. We in the de-
partment had intended it to be the 
first of a series of varied kinds or 
seminars, but our intention was 
rru~tra ted by lack or student interest. 
1''or years the English Departmen t 
offered three seminars, but only two 
v.ere suffic1t'ntly elected to be given. 
Last year we thought that we could 
ensure good elections in two s!'mi-
nars b) offering only two. The re-
sult? One seminar was withdrawn as 
usual because ot lack of enrollm.,nt. 
Cou1ses and seminars are offered 
by the faculty, but they are g iven 
only if t'lected by students. When 
course~ have to be withdrawn. the 
programs of more than one member 
of the d!'partmcnt a rc dislocated . 
We arc planning now what we v.ilJ 
?ffer next year, but student interest 
JD extra-curricular lectures is only 
one factor in a com plex situation. 
Other factors in clude t he availability 
of authorities to teach the subject 
and the evidence from the past of 
what st udents have in fact elected. 
Next April every student should 
remem ber t hat sh e is not only elect. 
mg what s he herself will take. but 
also helping to d etermine v.hat 
courses will be offered and in how 
many st'Ct1ons. This fall some stu-
dents who changed their mind disco.-
ered that they could not take the 
courses they then wished either be-
cause the course had been e lected by 
so few it had been withdrawn or 
e lected by so many it had been 
closed. Moreover, the elections of last 
spring are now affectin g wrueb 
courses will be offered in 1960-1961 
and which will be withdrawn tem-
porarily or permanently. 
KATHERINE LEVER 
BERMUDA 
~"~' / College Week 
1960 
will be the GREATEST! 
• Aa a lways, the "l\.tu:n" - Coll<>ge 
Day at t he Beach, 
• And the AU-Day Cnuse to an an-
cient for t with calypso, luncheon, 
gombcy d unccrs and nntivo bands. 
ANQ FOR THE FIRST TIME 
e INTERCOLLEGIATE JAZZ 
SESSIONS, witl1 competition be-
tw<'H> ja?.z combos of leading men'• 
collegce, 
• COLLEGE WET~K HEVUE-
n!llnteur collogo t nlcnt {YOU?), 
d.ir~..:led by a professional. 
e Barbecue Luncheon and Game• 
Afternoon , 
e Special TROl'IJIES for FU.hinr 
Golt, 'l'cnnis. ' 
The 
ALL WITHOUT CHARGE. 
BERMUDA 
Tra de Development Board 
620 Fifth Ave., New Ya•k 20, N. 'to 
:..;Po=._;g~•:_:S:.::ix~----------'-W.;_E_L_L_E_SL_E_Y_COLLEGE HEWS, WELLESLEY, MASS., NOVEMBER 19, 1957 
Yale's l\.arl DeuJsch Analyzes College l 11vestment Pays ... c'::~~!:!~~~ !;ee!~h · · 
S h ·zz ' I f L .b Continzted from Page One educational background and looking C J, er S mage 0 f. ertv p~anning, hiring ~olicies. space plan- versili~s. and Catholic Colleges with at training as a cult makes for poor 
., nmg and class sizes could be made low tu1l1ons and large endowments. acting." Both actors and directors, 
by Linda Balter '62 first to be increased before political more efficient. He felt thal his projected loan plan she asserted, are "satisfied with too 
"Johann von Schiller devoted him- reform could become worthwhile. Temple University, for example, might discourage young women, who little training." 
self to finding a goal for man, of Powe· Towards Liberty solved its space problem with rela- would hesitate to bring a "negative Characterizat ion Defined 
freedom freely chosen accompanied The poet became preoccupied with tive r~cility by purchasing an adjoin- dowry" into marriage. Miss Welch discussed the problem 
by grace and dignity. He spoke for lhe problem of political power and ing cemetary and movi111 10.000 bod- In conclusior the- Professor offered of character analysis, assailing 
his time, for ours and for the fu- as a corollary, the intrigue to secure ies. Professor Harris sugg sted that a brief anecdote. A doctor, an en- the belief that "you play yourselC. but 
ture,'' stated Professor Karl Deutsch it. In his first works, he pictured a such deeds were unusual in that they gineer, and an economist were com- you cannot be entirely yourself,• 
of Yale University in his lecture com- powerless mass which cries out of its require "a lot of courage." He said p~ring arguments as to which repre- she declared. 
memorating the bi·cenlennial of suffering to the elusive "control", that professorial opposition lo pro- senled the lldest profession. Tbe Repeating the character's actions 
Schiller's birth on ''Schiller and the then power became the weapon of jectec.. administration moves often doctor maintained tbat the birth or until you become familiar with them, 
Image of Liberty" Tue~day evening the good man who wants to use it hampered operaling efficiency. Eve had involved a surgical <>pera- comparable to ''having a mask," was 
in Jewitt Auditorium. to inslilute a greater measure of P red icts New Trends tion. The engineer declared that the the technique advocated by Miss • 
He lived a life of suffering and pro· liberty for all. The speaker predicted that higher creation of Lhe world out <>f chaos Welch. She also supported the 
longed pain which served to make However, he is subject to tempta- education would depend increasingly in six days was an engineering feat. Stanislavski technique of "peeling 
him respect the dignity of man, the lions: to claim power for lofty pur- on small college~ !junior co.11.?i;:es The economist's argument: "Who do the onion,'' i.e., revealing character 
"control of impulses by moral poses and end by using it for his own and community colleges\. state tmi- you s11ppose u!"ought on the chaos?" layer by layer. 
strength." Howe\•er dignit) was not advancement, and to play God, to de-
to him the highest goal, he felt this ceive and use other humans as 
came of its own accord once man is means to his own end. In WiUiam 
fed and clothed. Tell, Schiller finds the answer -
P redicts Society Change people who can get and hold power DUAL Fl LJER DOES IT' Professor Deuts h described Schil- and freedom because they are woc-
ler as seeing society "as enlightened thy and deserving. 
enough to discard its traditions but Fr >dom Through Esthetlcs 
n<>l cnJiahtened enough lo realize Schiller sees in esthetics the reali- • 
liberty; ;s a mummy lying passively zation of freedom, a reconciliation 
swathed in its restraints which will of nature and duly. The grace that 
however someday be touched, rise he so admires in a human being he 
and seek sincerity and natlU'e in the defines as "beauty of form under 
ashes of cities." the influence of freedom." 
or the three levels on which Dr. Deutsch showed as Schiller's 
change bas to be effected Schiller recognization of three states or levels 
saw individual personality and gen- in the development of man .• the 
eral culture as already lagging be· natul'al dynamic state which is that 
hind the political institutions. The of Machiavelli and Locke: the ethical 
effort must be to give society and state - that of Kant - where the 
the individuals a goal so that they will is bound by moral law: and t~e 
know not only what they desire to esthetic slate, where freedom is 
be free from but what they desire to gained through freedom, and through 
be free for. Schiller demonstrated the nature of people, where what is 
philosophy and ideals in poetry to an morally right is what is natural and 
age whose human capabilities had vice versa. 
two Brooks Brothers exclusives 
OUR CLASSIC POLO COAT 
AND PRACTICAL RAINCOATS 
tailored on our own men's models 
Attractive tan polo coat in a camel's hair 
and wool bland. Even sizes 8 to 18, $85 
Tan cotton popli11 ra,incoat with cotton plaid 
lining. Fly-front model. 
Even sizes 6 to 18, $25. I n washable tan 
Dacrtm*-and-cottrm, $32.50 
Tan wool zip-in linings for raincoats, $10 
"Du Pont'• 1ilx:r 
ISTAtLISHID 1918 
~&Ji>~ ~,W~n]i~ 
ij(a\ifumishings, fiats~ $hots 
346 MADISON AVENUE, COR. 44Tll ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 
4GN11WBURY, C01t BERKELEY ST., BOSTON 16, MASS. 
CHXCAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO 
, 
Filters as no single filter can 
for mild, full flavor! 
Here's how the Dual Filter does it: 
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL. •• defi· 
nitely uroved to make the~ke of a cigarette mild and smooth .. -:-
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the 
real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!, -
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, WELLESLEY, MASS., NOVEMBER 19, 1959 Page Seven 
Goldma11s' Russian Tour . .. Boston Holds Something for All: Continued from Page One 
there were practically no cars,, al- peting in a sport without being the 
though there were policemen on world champions.. They also could 
every corner. They found more cars not sec why the Ameril'an women 
in M<>seow. who were strong enough did not 
From Scollay Square to Galleries 
Jn Leningrad there was little new become track stars. 
housing. What there was, was on the Some of the closed churches were 
main tou rists routes, or rather the being restored as a part of the Rus-
tourist routes may deviate to pass sian heritage. Older women come 
through new sections. Mr. Goldman to the closed churches and kiss the 
showed pictures of some women, who ground outside: this is their religion. 
do heavy work in Russia. Fear In the Sun 
laying asphalt. While they were on the beach one 
The family went to a soccer match day, the Goldmaqs met an English-
- for intermission there was a girls' speaking woman who Invited them to 
track meet. They found that the her summer home. As they were 
Russians could not understand how leaving she was asked her name by 
anyone could be content with com- another Russian and told that she 
would be repor ted for having for-
eigners in her home without permis· 
sion. Mr. Goldman felt thls ki nd o! 
by Hoberta 'Williams '62 
From behind a sta~K of books late 
at night or the back row of Psych 
class, Boston seems to be in another 
world. But durin~ a breathing 
spell such as Thanksgiving vacat ion 
or a few spare hour· any time, Bos-
ton and the surrounding New Eng· 
land area come aEve in a hundred 
different roles. 
Depending on you~ mood you can 
set out in almm~t any direction by 
foot, bike: MTA, train, car or motor· 
scooter. 
Foot-loose and Free 
One of the most interesting and Wonderful Gift 
Suggestions for 
Your Week-end 
tension all over Russia. least expensive ways of seeing Bos-
Hostess 
ln all the manufacturing plants ton is a ·se1f-guided' tour on the 
and warehouses Mr. Goldman visited famous old Freedom Trail. Star ting 
ln line with b is work, he found that across from the State House on 
the Russians wanted h im to take Boston Common and winding intri-
pictures of the new equipment but cately thr ough many old back streets, 
at were disturbed if he photographed the Trail is not only reminiscen t o! 
old or worn out things. Old Boston but shows some newer, 
9 Mrs. Goldman was ill for a short i! not better , aspect~ of the city. 
~M.A/ time and noted t hat she had the best Withou t departing too far from 
lfl'I"" of 111ed ical care. All the doctors the designated course the pedes-
MORE VALUE were women and the treatment was trian may become entangled in the 
94 CENTRAL STREET a combination of the most modern maze of stands at Haymarket Square 
CE 5-6770 drugs and techniques and some al- or the traffic circus o! Scollay 




a new concept In 
table setting harmony. 
LENOX 
Am•rloa'• neweet •t•rllno by America•• Old••t 811v•r•mlthe, 
Kirk combine• the perfect form In eterllng with 
America's favorite china deelgne by Lenox. Dls-
oover KIRK KINGSLEY • •• and the charm It wlll 
give your table • •• each setting a harmonious 
blel"ldlng of graclooe matching eterllng and fine 
China• e po. plaee .. ttlng, •39.70 Fed. Tax Inc. 
SHREVE. CRUMP & LOW THOMAS LONG CO. 
Boston, Mass. Boston, Mass. 
B. ALTMAN & CO. 
New York, N.Y. 
Write for your "Silver Notes from Kirk" and name of Kirk dealer nearest you. Dept. B, Baltimore 18, Maryland 
Old Nortb Church !don't leave out 
the other old churches and grave 
yards), Paul Revere's House and 
Faneuil Hall, histori<.ns with a lit-
Ue foresight wil! plar to be in Hay-
market Square iii time for dinner at 
Durgin Park. A mai. from the Vil 
gas station is all the guide that is 
necessary. 
The Finer Things 
In the same category of 'fascinat-
ing and inexpensive· (actually cheap 
iI a marvelous print or a rug right 
off the loom doesn't catch your eye 
and pocketbook/ is 'l leisu rely walk 
down Ne" bury Street or around 
Beacon Hill, on Charles Street as a 
beginning. Both these streets and 
their surrounding areas are dotted 
with art galleries featuring masters 
to modern originaL. leather goods 
shops and small in triguing reir 
tauran ts. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
"FREE EUROPEAN TOUR" 
ORGANIZERS for low-cost s tuden t 
travel wanted. Faculty members 
or Senior students. Free tour and 
other benefits. Opportunity for 
permanent association. Contact 
Y. T. C. TRAVEL 
366 Fifth Ave. 
New York 
CHickering 4-3323 
Large, Comfortable room for 
your friends or family. Very near 
College in quiet residential neigh-
borhood. 
Mrs. Grace N. Bump 
11 Appleby Rd., CE 5·1506 
Harvard graduate confined at 
Brooks Hospital, 227 Summit Ave., 
Brookline for a period of 6 mos. 
following back surgery. Tom 
Stalker would enjoy hearing from 
anyone who'd care to write. 
Besides the numerous galleril.'s 
sprinkled about the Roston area one 
has access to several of the finest 
museum collections in the country. 
The Umversily !l:useum of Harvard, 
the Busch-Reisinger and the Fogg 
'1useums are in Cambridge; the In· 
stitute of Contemporary Art, l~abcl­
la Stewart Gardner '\fuseum \\here 
several times a week you get a con-
cert with yout vi .. wing, and the 
)1useum of Fine Art< are all wilhm 
easy walking distance of each other 
near the Fcnway 
On Stage 
A break like Thanksgiving re-
cess may afford thr perfect oppor-
tunity to see one of the excellent 
fo reign films sho\\ ine in the Boston 
movie houses. The Exeter, Ken-
more, and Cambndg.·'s Brallle ThP.-
alre are always good bets for eve-
ning enter tai nme nt. 
The extel'•ic.•t of the MTA line to 
Woodlawn station ha~ made a trip 
to Boston quicker and cheaper than 
before. A 25c bus r ide connects 
directly to this statil'n ; an addition· 
al 20c MTA fare completes a speedy 
and colorful trip to downtown 
Boston. 
The Economics Clu• of 
Babson Institute 
invites you to lliear 
its speaker 
MR. W. DUCHESSI 
V.P. Textile Union 
of America 
Monday, Nov. 23 
Transportation Provided 
Call' Gregory - CE 5-9831 
A DELIGHTFUL, 
DE LUXE, TREASURY 
Of PEANUTS! 
favorites Old and New 
by CHARLES M. SCHUi.% 
A perfect gift at 
$2.95 
now on sole at 
oH booksellers 
along with PEANUTS • MORE PEANUTS • GOOD GRIEP, 
MORI PEANUTS! • GOOD OL' CHARLIE BAOWN • SNOOPY 
YOU'RE OUT OF YOUA MIND, CHAALll BROWNI • IUT Wf 
LOVI YOU, CHARLIE IROWN Only $1.00 _. 




• Every driver an escort i 
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CHECKER TAXI CO. I 
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Don't take a chance i 
• 
• • 
Take a CHECKER i 





Silent Night, Lonely Night, a new 
play by Robert Anderson starring 
Henry Fonda and Barbara Bel Geddes 
opened a two week engagement at 
the Colonial Monday night. 
The Poet's Theater opened its ten-
th season Tuesday night with ~he 
U.S. premiere of Lawrence Durrell's 
verse drama, Sappho. Mr. Durrell's 
fictionalization of the career of the 
Greek poetess is being staged m the 
a uditorium of the University ~uth­
e ran Church for one week only. 
At the Wilbur, Jolly's Pr og ress, 
stan·lng Eartha Kitt and Wendell 
Corey, is finishing its second and 
final week. 
O'Ncill's A Moon for the Misbegot· 
t en continues in its "Off-Broadway" 
selling at the Charles Playhouse. 
Mid nig ht Sun begins a run of two 
weeks c;t the Wilbur on Tuesday, 
November .2-!. Janet Gaynor makes 
her stage debut 1u :. new play by 
Joseph Hayes about a 11"01.0ng man 
who returns lo his midwestern famil~· 
in an effort to discover h.s root~ 
The World of Sholom Aleichem 
will be at New England Mutual Hall 
from November 24 througb Novem-
ber 29, presented by Folklore Pro-
ductions · and the Actors Concert 
theater. Morris Carnovsky stars and 
Howard de Silva directs this Engli~h­
language dramatization of tllree Jew-
ish folk tales. 
MUSfC 
C•rlos Montoya, world famous fia 
menco guitarist will give a Friday 
evening and Saturday matinee per-
AL'S 
DELICATESSEN 
79 Ce ntral St. 
CE 5-5015 
Quick Service on Phone Orders 
Open Su ndays 
If you enjoy eating, 




M a k e plan s n ow f or 
f oo t ball weekends 
Limousine Service for 8 




Don Stove r Liiiy Bros. 
Blue Grass Band 
Sat., Nov. 21, 8:30 P.M. 
JORDAN HALL • KE 6·241 2 
T icke ts $3.00 · $2.20 
COLLEGE TAXI CO. 
Efficient Service 
CE 5-2200 
L imousines Available 




Fol k M usic ~ Exeter at 
Nightly & Sun. •§ • Hu~~~~~~on, 
1~fn-f 
~At Copely 
K E 6-9000 '411P Sq, Hotel 
A BLUES PROGRAM 
BARBARA DANE 
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Boston w .... k • ID 
formance at Jordan Hall lh is we!'k- ed as president of ALl11nta University, 
end. Allanta, Georgia for the past 22 
The Budapest String Quarte t will 
p lay at Jordan Hall Sunday after· 
noon. 
The Hayden and Handel Soc1et.y 
present The Messiah, Sym,>hony Hall 
on Sun day evening, December 6, 
Sunday afternoon, December 13 a nd 
Monday evenjng December VI. Ed-
ward Gilday wilJ condu ct. 
CINEMA 
The Mouse that Roa red, a clever 
satire about the tiny duchy of Grand 
Fenwick which in vades the United 
States hoping to be "rehabilitated" 
after its defeat and ends up in pos-
session of lhe world's most danger-
ous weapon, js now playing al lhe 
Exeter. 
The Last Angry Man starring Paul 
Muni continues at the '.(enmore. 
Samuel Goldwyn's Porgy a nd Bess 
co-starring Sydney Poiter and Doro-
thy Danridge continues at the Astor. 
LECTURE 
''Educational Integration in the 
South" will be the topic of Dr. Rufus 
E. Clement at Ford Hall Forum 







It might be worth returning early 
from Thanksgiving recess to near 
the Ford Hall Forum speaker on 
November 29. In an almosphere ot 
world attention to s ummit meetings 
and coextisence, Henry Kissinger, 
the author of Nuclear Weapons and 
Foreign Policy will speak on '·The 
United States Position as a World 
Power-An Assessment." 
1960 HOWARD TDUR 
To the Summer Session 
At the Un ive rsity of 
HAWAII 
58 days for only $529 plus $9 tax 
Steamsh i p T ravel Included 
Jn T ou r P r ice 
Consult: 
Mrs. Margaret Dupee 
DE 2·2890 
or 
P laceme n t Office 




Betsy Palmer- Luther Adler 
N ew E ngland Premiere 




Enlertai11mt>nt in tlw Lounge 
Luncheon & Dinner Noon to I I P.M. 
Rt. 9, Worcester Tpke . 
Framingham TR 5-5201 
~ nmm1111 




- -~ CHIN'S VILLAGE CHINA INN ~ 
... "" 5 Now Air ComlitionNl Complet ely re mode led to :! 5 bette r serve you. 5 
::: 981 Worcester St., W ei. NOW OPEN :.. 
... ... 
:. Route 9 250 Harvard St., Brookline i 
5 CEdar 5-4481 -2 Coolidge Corner 5 




LOW-RATE THANKSGIVING SPECIAL 
Wed., Nov. 25 • Mon., Nov. 30 
$25 
PLUS 1 Oc PER Ml LE 
CE 5-4044 
S11ecial low 1.vt-ehen1l rat es re!1•d11,rlf1 
/.1~ty 2-4400 COMMUNITY 
Pl.AYHOUSE V ~ SH0'Plltl' WOIU.U 
Now Thru. Tuesday 
-GARY RITA--
Eves at 7:45 • M ats W e d , & Sat. •f ll 
Sunday s Con tinuous b eg, at 4:45 
Now Showi ng • Ends Sat., Nov, 21 
CARY GRANT • EVA MARIE SAINT 
In Alfred H i tchcock's 
" NORTH BY NORTHWEST" 
COOPER HAYWORTH 
VAN HEFLIN · TAB HUNTER 
Disney's 
" Th" T r uth About Mother Goose" 




- CinemaScope - Color-
Da llv-2:00 - 7 :00 - 9 :30 
CLARK GABLE • CARROLL BAKEA 
" BUT NOT FOR ME" 
Sat , • Sun. 2 :00 • 4:30 • 7:00 • 9 :00 
•lso SANDRA DEE i n 
" GIDGET" 
arterie 
Ralph Marterie, maestro of 
the band t hat's No. 1 with 
college studen ts and No. 1 
with hit records, will be 
hitting college campuses 
again this fall as M arlboro's 
musical ambassador of 
good will. Don't miss 
Ralph and his Marlboro 
Men when they visit 
your campus. 
ar oro 
The better the makin's, the better the smoke 
You're smoking better when it's Marlboro ~ 
